**Important Sites**

MAA AMC: [maa.org/amc](https://maa.org/amc)
AMC Registration: [amc-reg.maa.org](https://amc-reg.maa.org)
M-POWERED: [maa-amc.org](https://maa-amc.org)
AMC International: [AMC International Page](https://amc-reg.maa.org)

Online Competition Page: [AoPS.com/contests/AMC](https://aops.com/contests/AMC)
Online Competition FAQs: [AoPS.com/contests/AMC#FAQs](https://aops.com/contests/AMC#FAQs)

**Manuals**

AMC 8: [Print Teacher’s Manual](https://aops.com/contests/AMC#TeacherManual)
AMC 8: [Online Teacher’s Manual](https://aops.com/contests/AMC#TeacherManual)

AMC 10/12 A: [Print Teacher’s Manual](https://aops.com/contests/AMC#TeacherManual)
AMC 10/12 A: [Online Teacher’s Manual](https://aops.com/contests/AMC#TeacherManual)

AMC 10/12 B: [Print Teacher’s Manual](https://aops.com/contests/AMC#TeacherManual)
AMC 10/12 B: [Online Teacher’s Manual](https://aops.com/contests/AMC#TeacherManual)

**Forms**

AMC 8 [Registration Form](https://aops.com/contests/AMC#Registration)
AMC 10/12 [Registration Form](https://aops.com/contests/AMC#Registration)
[Student Accommodation Form](https://aops.com/contests/AMC#Accommodation)

For AMC policy and payment questions, contact: [amcinfo@maa.org](mailto:amcinfo@maa.org)

For technical issues or questions on the AoPS Contest Platform, contact: [info+contests@artofproblemsolving.com](mailto:info+contests@artofproblemsolving.com)